
How My Writing Career was Rocket-fueled!
It’s very early on a Saturday morning.
 
I have spent a lot of days thinking of how to push past this stage of my copywriting career or at
least publish my books. I have attended webinar after webinar. I have subscribed to and
watched a great number of YouTube channels.
 
I have read books, blogs, LinkedIn posts and the like... I still feel daunted.
 
I have wanted to register for several courses – the fees have deterred me. Now, here I am still
prayerfully reeling in my thoughts, meditating on my possibilities at 3am on a Saturday morning.
I am browsing through my collection of LinkedIn jobs, then I find myself on the timeline.
 
Lo and behold a post for a mentorship program tagged "7- Figure Writer's Mentorship Program"
catches my eye. The advocate is a trusted acquaintance from years ago. Primed as I was, I
followed the link and read through the pitch. The pitch wasn’t pitchy - didn’t promise the moon
and stars but it did have a premise of purpose to it. For some strange yet comforting reason I
was drawn in. I didn’t over-analyze or over-speculate, I didn’t seek any further counsel – I went
with my gut, gathered all my change and enrolled for it at the speed of light.
 
I made a commitment that I couldn’t back out of.
 
I felt spirit-led, nudged in this direction and I can boldly say now, months after, I am a new
woman. But beyond happy, I haven’t felt this joyful, content, grateful, excited, bold, helped,
encouraged, fired up, inspired, motivated, equipped, taught, and supported in a long time.
 
The 7-Figure Writer's Mentorship Program was something straight from heaven, a thoughtful
gift. I needed a mentor – I got a Coach/Mentor/Friend/Consultant. I needed support – I got
colleagues, friends, cheerleaders, and a wonderful 7-figure tribe of writers.
 
From the first session to the last class, it was all masterfully delivered with graciousness and a
generosity that words can't fully articulate. If this experience was unique to me that would be
good enough still, however, it's the chant of everyone who participated.
 
The program was all-encompassing, with course after related course, covering the Art of Writing
to the actual Tools for Writing then the Business end of things. Ghostwriting, Copywriting,
Storytelling, Freelancing, Scriptwriting and Publishing - a marvel yes – an all-you-need plus
all-in-one experience really and truly!
 
I have always been a writer! I am a ready writer now.
 
I believe in myself, my call, this art, this gift of writing.
 
I believe in my possibilities, in the endless maximization of this grace gift.
 
I want to thank My Coach! Oluwatobi Adesanya and all the amazing Coaches and Mentors as
well as all my colleagues from the cohort. If I am allowed, I will be joining the next cohort



because I want to continue to enjoy the graces of such a well put together course. It was the
kindness and consistency for me.


